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Scarborough Market Hall
Introduction

INTRODUCTION
This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared by John A Ives Dip Arch
RIBA AABC on behalf of PPIY Limited, Chartered Architects for Scarborough
Borough Council with the co-operation of English Heritage.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of the study is not only aid the physical conservation of the significant
features of the Market Hall but will also enable their history etc. to be interpreted and
displayed.
The Investment Manager of Scarborough Borough Council has set down the
following purpose for a project to revitalise the Market Hall:
In 1853 Scarborough Market Hall replaced a squalid network of lanes where
the original market stood. The replacement is a grand building and would
once have stood at the top of the town. With the opening of the railway
station in 1855, some distance away, the opportunity was created to expand
the retail space in the town in effect filling the gap between the two. The
more prestigious retailers developed their sites closer to the station and the
area around the market hall became less attractive.
In more recent times, however, with rents in the upper shopping area
becoming comparatively expensive, there has been an increase in more
bespoke and artisan shops, restaurants and cafes close to the market hall
area. Scarborough Borough Council, owners of the market, are now keen to
see the building renovated to increase the business opportunities for those
tenants already operating successfully, bring in new traders; especially food,
to add to the attraction and create a mezzanine floor for business incubation
space. Encouraging high quality and local provenance to the food offer and
promoting a highly local element will be of attraction to all the townsfolk and
a popular alternative to the supermarkets.
The building is in the centre of an area of deprivation and has the opportunity
to be at the heart of the transformation, creating not only a high quality
environment, but also accommodating active interventions such as events
and workshops.
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A Conservation Management Plan;
The preparation of a CMP Conservation Management Plan helps in the
understanding of why the heritage is valued and sets out a framework of policies
that will assist with the making of decisions about how to look after the heritage
whilst ensuring it continues to be used, enjoyed and made accessible. It will not only
aid the physical conservation of the significant features but will also enable their
history etc. to be interpreted and displayed.
The English Heritage document “Conservation Principles Policies And Guidance For
The Sustainable Management Of The Historic Environment, 2008” defines
conservation as the process of managing change to a significant place in its setting
in ways that will best sustain its heritage values, while recognising opportunities to
reveal or reinforce those values for present and future generations.
The document sets out a series Principles and details how the Heritage Values
should be judged. These Principles are as follows:


Principle 1: The historic environment is a shared resource



Principle 2: Everyone should be able to participate in sustaining the historic
environment



Principle 3: Understanding the significance of places is vital



Principle 4: Significant places should be managed to sustain their values



Principle 5: Decisions about change must be reasonable, transparent and
consistent



Principle 6: Documenting and learning from decisions is essential
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The Heritage Values are:
•
 Evidential value: the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human
activity.


Historical value: the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life
can be connected through a place to the present – it tends to be illustrative
or associative.



Aesthetic value: the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual
stimulation from a place.



Communal value: the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, or
for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory.

The document also sets out a process for assessing the heritage significance of a
place by:
•
 Understanding the fabric and evolution of the place


Identifying who values the place, and why they do so



Relating identified heritage values to the fabric of the place



Considering the relative importance of those identified values



Considering the contribution of associated objects and collections



Considering the contribution made by setting and context



Comparing the place with other places sharing similar values



Articulating the significance of the place.
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The document also explains how to apply the Principles in making decisions about
change to significant places by:
•
 Establishing whether there is sufficient information to understand the impacts
of potential change


Considering the effects on authenticity and integrity



Taking account of sustainability



Considering the potential reversibility of changes



Comparing options and making the decision



Applying mitigation



Monitoring and evaluating outcomes.
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Ownership

OWNERSHIP
.
The building is owned by Scarborough Borough Council and is under the control of
‘Regeneration Services’
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HISTORICAL AND CONTEXTUAL DESCRIPTION
Introduction
Scarborough is probably best known as a holiday resort, developing from the
discovery of the waters and the establishment of the Spa.
However, its history goes back to prehistoric times; Archaeological excavations on
the Castle headland have revealed a late Bronze Age village settlement. The
Romans established a signal station on the headland linking with others along the
East coast and the Vikings followed the Romans who, in turn, were succeeded by
the Normans. The present Castle was established on the headland in the 12th
Century.
A more detailed history of the town can be found in A Guide to Historic Scarborough
published by the Scarborough Archaeological Society and Scarborough A History by
Trevor Pearson
The history of markets in Scarborough goes back to 1253 when Henry III granted
two charters to the town. The Burgesses and their heirs were granted a charter to
hold a fair every year from the Feast of the Assumption (12th August) until the Feast
of St Michael, 29 September. To accommodate this fair, tents and booths were
erected in Merchant’s Row located between Palace Hill and the south east of the
town. Included in the merchandise to be traded were goods from France, Flanders
and Germany. This fair or free mart was marked by a colourful and “merry”
procession well into the 18th Century.
There is also evidence of a market in Scarborough in the time of Henry II, and of fish
markets and fairs on the sands in the reign of Edward VI.
A market place existed near St Mary’s Church with a Blue Stone where monies were
paid and bargains agreed.
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Weekly markets came to be held on Thursdays and Saturdays. The Thursday
market was held in Newborough Street with stalls extending to St Helen’s Square
whilst the Saturday market was held in Princess Street. Other markets included the
Apple Market in King Street, a Beast Market in Queen Street, a meat market in St
Helen’s Square, a corn market in Newborough and a cloth market in Queen Street.
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Historical and Contextual Description

The Present Market Hall
The Scarborough Public Market Act was granted Royal Assent on 3 May 1852.
A pamphlet prepared in 1953 to mark the centenary of the Market “Centenary of
Scarboro' Public Market Company 1853-1953” gives some background to the
company and the building itself:
The first Directors of the Company were Edward Hopper Hebden, John
Woodall, John Bury, Henry Fowler, Thomas Purnell, John Leckenby,
Zachariah Tranmar Welburn, Edward Dickinson Nesfield, George Smart,
George Fenwick Brown, William Rowntree and George Porrett.
The plans were prepared by the Borough Surveyor of that day, Mr John Irvin.
The masonry and brickwork was executed by Mr John Shaftoe of York; the
iron roof and castings by Messrs Hawks, Crawshaw and Sons of Gateshead;
the joinery by Mr John Whitfield of York and the plumbing and glazing work
by Mr Ambrose Gibson of Scarborough.
The main hall is 151 feet long, 111 feet wide and 43 feet high to the tie
beams. The estimate cost of the building was £7,000 and £9,000 was
expended on the site and approach roads.
The Market Hall with its opening on 8 August 1853, removed the Shambles and
other poor property in the area. For a while after its opening the fairs continued until
by the late 19th Century, they had all been abolished.
The opening of the Market Hall was well recorded in the Scarborough Gazette the
following day. The article was prefaced by a description of the building as follows:
“The new East Market House in St Helen’s Square, is erected on the site of
the old Shambles and the incongruous mass of buildings adjacent thereto.
The company obtained an Act of Parliament in 1852, under which they had
powers to erect halls both in St Helen’s Square and the vicinity; the Hall is in
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the Tuscan style of architecture; the principal or west front is entirely of
Whitby stone and the sides and east front are of brick, with stone quoins,
cornices, etc. The external dimensions are 151ft, 6in in length and 111ft, 9in
in breadth. The external width from the front of the shops on either side is
80ft and the height in this clear space is 50 feet to the ridge. The roof is of
iron and glass, of simple construction and abundant light is derived from it
and from the windows in the sides of the building. The Hall is divided into
about 36 neat shops and the whole area underneath is cellared, part of
which is to be used as a “lower market” for the sale of fish and other articles;
the remaining part will be used for the stowage of goods, fruit, etc. Ranges
of stalls run down the Hall, so that the market is divided lengthwise into long
and spacious avenues, with stalls, or shops and stalls on either side. There
are two spacious gateways at each end of the market, and one at the south
side.”
The article continued to give a full description of the event: Following the official
opening within the Market itself
“an elegant repast… was partaken of by the Directors of the Company, the
Town Council, and a considerable number of gentlemen”. During the
speeches the Worshipful the Mayor commented….”
“He believed the Market Hall would prove itself to be at once an ornament to
the town and a convenience to the inhabitants and visitors”
Whilst Mr William Rowntree, a Director of the company stated:
“Mr R however looked upon the erection of a Market Hall not simply as
supplying a want which everyone was ready to acknowledge but as the
removal of a great barrier to public improvement of every kind; for wherever
a street market existed it tended to keep down the standard of public taste;
accompaniments of street stands or stalls – the disregard of all taste in the
manner of displaying the goods - the too often filthy and unsightly
appearance of the stands themselves – and the idle, the rude and the
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dissipated loungers that collect in a market street, all tend to produce an
uncivilised state of society, entirely opposed to everything approaching to
good taste and giving to the district where such associations exist a
Billingsgate character, repulsive to persons of delicacy and refinement – the
very class of persons in a watering place, whose tastes or whose prejudices
we ought to be most careful not to offend. He therefore looked upon the
completion of a public Market Hall where salesmen of all kinds must be
subject to the regulations of order and discipline, as a great educational
process of more importance to some of the classes to whom he referred,
than though they had all become members of a Mechanics’ Institute.”
The Architect, G T Andrews, who had taken over from John Irvin was also present
and was referred to as follows:
“The Chairman then congratulated Mr Andrews, the Company’s Architect, on
the high character that gentleman had acquired in his profession and he had
pleasure in proposed his health.
G T Andrews, Esq in reply, thanked them for the compliment paid him and
for the honour done him, which he would have been proud to share with Mr
Irvin, the original architect, who, if he had lived, would doubtless have felt a
peculiar interest in that day’s proceedings. Mr Andrews expressed the hope
that the undertaking would prove equally advantageous to the proprietary
and the public.”
Drawings showing the original design of the Market Hall building have not been
located, however
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Recent History
The main floor area of the Market Hall has been in continual use as a Market Hall
whilst the Undercroft was for many years a Bonded Warehouse. It is not known
when this latter use ceased.
Alterations in the early 1990s introduced a staircase on the north side linking the
market hall floor to the undercroft and provided a goods lift. Since then the
undercroft has been used as a trading area.
Two undated drawings prepared by the Scarborough Borough Engineer show
proposals to introduce additional floors into the main market hall area. Perhaps
further research is needed into these.
Recently proposals to revitalise the Market Hall have been considered by
Scarborough Council which have included the provision of additional balcony space.
In connection with these discussions have been held with English Heritage, copies
of the correspondence are included in Appendix 2.
It is not known if there are any recent condition or structural surveys of the building
however an Asbestos Survey was carried out in December 2003.
Maps showing the area currently occupied by the Market are included in Appendix
1.
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ELEMENTAL SCHEDULE
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Scarborough Market Hall
Elemental Schedule

Generally
The mid 19th century Market Hall consists of a large, lofty central hall (approx.46m
long, by 35m wide) buttressed by the two aisles to the north and south sides. The
main pedimented elevations are in ashlar stone with the long sides and aisles in
brickwork. The roof is of slate on lightweight wrought iron or early steel trusses.
Within the main hall, which has a small balcony at the east end, there are three
original stalls at the west end with the remainder of the stalls of poor quality.
Beneath the main hall are the Market Vaults, originally a bonded store.
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The Environs of the Market Hall


The Market Hall, situated within the Scarborough Conservation Area, is set
back off the main street, Newborough, leading from the town centre down to
the seafront in an area still retaining many of the traditional surfacing
materials etc.



It is bounded by St Helen’s Square to the west, Market Way to the north,
Leading Post Street to the east and a narrow York stone paved alleyway,
Market Side, to the south. The stone paving, stone setts and brick paviours
whilst mostly renewed in the late 20th century were originally laid out at he
time of the construction of the Market Hall.



Adjacent to this alleyway is an area of brick paving which is used as car
parking for the various traders and a timber fenced refuse area.



As can be seen from the 1929 Ordnance Plan included in Appendix 2 there
were buildings immediately adjacent to the north elevation until the current
area of Council owned social housing was built in the 1930s.



The commercial units in the area surrounding the Market Hall are a fairly low
quality and these detract from the overall appearance of the area. However
many of the buildings themselves have architectural and historic features of
interest.
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The Setting of the Market Hall


The Market Hall structure whilst almost hidden around the surrounding
streets is actually prominent from the harbour and the castle/St Marys
Church environs
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Exterior of Building


Generally:
o The building comprises a large single space comprising the Market
Hall itself (insert basic dimensions) with two lower side aisles and a
brick vaulted undercroft. The main structure is of brickwork with
stonework to the main elevations, a slated roof supported on wrought
iron trusses.
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The elevation to St. Helen’s Square:
o

is of ashlar stonework, with two types of stone used, with prominent
stone quoins

o

The stone is described as being “Whitby Stone” in the description of
the opening. Whitby Stone was a generic term for any stone shipped
out of Whitby from a number of quarries in the vicinity including the
famous Aislaby stone which is geologically the Saltwick formation of
the Ravenscar Group.

o

5No semi-circular headers arched openings with attached circular
ashlar stone columns.

o

The outer two arched openings feature the original entrance doors of
timber with cast iron inserts.

o

The three centre openings have round headed timber framed
windows.

o

At either side of this elevation are roundals bearing the Scarborough
Seal.

o

There is considerable decay to the stonework on this elevation, some
occasioned purely by weathering and some by the presence of iron
fittings and cramps. Further decay has also been caused by the use
in the past of sand-cement repairs.

o

The original iron railings have been damaged but would be capable
of restoration and repair.
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The elevation to Market Way:
o

is of red brickwork with a smaller single storey section or aisle, with a
parapet wall concealing a pitched roof.

o

above this roof level are a series of semi-circular headed windows.

o

the brickwork to this elevation shows areas of both new brickwork
and also areas of repointing.

o

There is evidence of a subsidence or movement crack at the north
end on the main wall (ie above the aisle.

o

The 2No downpipes to the lower roofed areas discharge from
hoppers; it would appear that the downpipes have blockages due to
the staining and damp patches on the wall.

o

All the openings on this elevation have been blocked with either
louvres or solid plywood panels with circular air holes cut into them.

o

A lone tree set into the stone paving is one of the few soft
landscaping features in the area and is, infact, slightly incongruous.

o
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The elevation to Leading Post Street:
o

is a combination of stonework with, 5No semi-circular openings,
however, unlike the elevation to St. Helen’s Square, the columns are
of square section.

o

Between the stone quoins and arched openings, etc. the remainder
of the wall surface is of brickwork.

o

On this elevation the entrances incorporate a series of stone steps
with wrought iron handrails.

o

The large semi-circular headed windows on this elevation are
protected by mild steel grilles.
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The elevation to Market Side:
o

is of brickwork, again with a smaller single storey section or aisle,
with a parapet wall concealing a pitched roof.

o

There is evidence of a subsidence or movement crack at the north
end on the main wall (ie above the aisle.

o

There are stone quoins, etc, to the central opening.
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Roof:


The roof to the Main Market Hall structure is of Welsh slate discharging onto
gutters running between the two pediments and appears to be in reasonable
condition.



The original rainwater goods appear to be of cast iron.



The roof structure is of lightweight wrought iron trusses spanning the width
of the building supporting timber purlins and timber boarding.



Two tie rods appear to have been inserted running the length of the building
with no apparent attachments to the trusses. On the Leading Post Street
elevation there are metal plates within the pediment visible on the exterior of
the building. There is no evidence of the fixings of these rods on the St
Helen’s Square elevation although there is evidence of replacement stone
having been inserted.
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Entrance Doors:


Generally the main entrance doors are of timber with inset panels, the upper
panels containing cast iron grilles with the lower panels of vertical boarding.
The mouldings, etc., to the doors still appear to be in reasonable condition. It
has been suggested that some of the apparent cast iron inserts may be grp
replicas, this will need to be checked by gaining access to them.



The doors to the St Helen’s Square elevation are single doors suspended
from a toothed rail and operated by a wheeled handle located adjacent to the
doors.



The doors to the Leading Post Street are of sliding double doors. The four
square cast iron grilles have been covered externally with ply panels,
apparently as a safety issue.



At each of the entrances there are stone steps, some of which have been
replaced and repaired, others appear to be original. The handrails up the
centre of the staircases also appear to be original.



Within the entrance from Market Side and the two entrances to the seaward
side of the building are internal draught lobbies.
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Interior of Market Hall


The main Market Hall has a generous yet grand spatial quality enhanced by
its relatively simple uncluttered appearance.



The main Hall is roofed in wrought iron trusses with timber purlins and timber
boarding. Hanging from this roof structure are a series of fluorescent lights.



The Hall is of a single full height space with the exception of the seaward
end where there is an original balcony; however, this currently houses a poor
quality infill unit housing a trading unit.



The flooring of the Hall is of York stone paving which, to a large extent, is in
reasonable condition with only a few sections that are spalled or cracked.



On the two aisle walls are a series of circular openings leading into the roof
space, the majority of these have been blocked with plywood panels.
Access through one of the openings revealed that the cross walls extend up
to the sloping roof and, it is assumed, serve to buttress the main roof.



A goods lift links this floor with the undercroft below and the exterior of the
building.



The main trading units in the Main Hall area include local butchery and
green-grocery firms, some food outlets, ie, coffee shops and charity shops.
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Market Stalls


The main stalls in the centre of the Market Hall are in the main of varying
qualities of construction, all fairly lightweight and modern.



Services to some of the units, particularly the butchery units, are taken
overhead.



However, at the St. Helen’s Square end of the Hall are 3No original units. All
three would appear to have been altered and adapted over the years and the
northernmost unit is hidden behind later extensions. An early photograph
suggests that these were the only permanent units.



Around the edge of the Market Hall under the single storey aisles are a
number of units set back into the wall.
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Balcony area


At the northern end of the Market Hall there is a balcony area currently
occupied by an upholstery firm.



The balcony form is of cast iron panels with an assortment of timber infill
sections.



Access to the balcony area is via two timber staircases.



The balcony retains the original cast iron balustrading. Leading to this first
floor balcony area are two timber staircases with winders; it would appear
that the staircases, the winders and the balustrades are original.

New photograph of balcony area to be used.
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The Undercroft


The undercroft to the main Market Hall area is now known as the Market
Vaults and consists of a series of square brick piers supporting brick vaults.
Inset into the various brick piers are a number of timber framed trading units.



The floor of this area is of York stone paving slabs although there is
evidence that the original flooring may have been of brick



The lighting is of fluorescent fittings on battens running the length of the
walkways.



The main units in the Market Vaults are more craft-based and include
picture-framers, etc.



The undercroft suffers from poor visibility and signage.
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Lighting:


Within the main Market Hall the lighting is of fairly utilitarian fittings
suspended from the roof trusses with wall mounted Victorian style lanterns
bracketed from the walls and a freestanding Victorian style lighting column
and lantern.



Externally on the St Helen’s Square elevation there are two Victorian style
wall mounted lanterns. Above the roundel seal is the evidence of previous
wall mounted fittings.
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HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
English Heritage in the document “Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance
for the Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment” sets out the criteria for
understanding the Heritage Value of a place and to then assess the Heritage
Significance. The main value criteria set out in the document are;


Evidential Value – “Evidential value derives from the potential of a place to
yield evidence about past human activity”.



Historical Value – “Historical value derives from the way in which past
people, events and aspects of life can be connected through a place to the
present”.



Aesthetic Value – “Aesthetic value derives from the ways in which people
draw sensory and intellectual stimulation from a place”.



Communal Value – “Communal value derives from the meanings of a place
for the people who relate to it, or for whom it figures in their collective
experience or memory”.

Grading significance:
The following grading system has been adopted to enable the relative weight of the
values contributing to the Significance of the place and its settings to be compared:


High Significance –; A building or element which is a fine, intact (or little
altered) example of a particular period, style or type that embodies the
importance of the building or site overall.
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Medium Significance – A building or element which is a good example of a
particular period, style or type with a high degree of intact original fabric that
contributes substantially to the importance of the building or site overall.



Moderate Significance - A building or element that contributes to, but is not a
key element to the importance of the building or site overall



Neutral Significance - A building or element which neither contributes, nor
detracts from the importance of the building or site overall



Negative Significance – A building or element which detracts from the overall
significance or appreciation of the heritage value of the site overall.

National policies:
The National Planning Policy Framework, March 2012, Department of Communities
and Local Government sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and
supersedes Planning Policy Statement 5; Planning for the Historic Environment. The
the previous guidance notes relating to PPS 5 have now been superseded by new
National Planning Practice Guidance.
In Section 12, Conserving and enhancing the historic environment the following
paragraphs are particularly relevant:
131. In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take
account of:
●
the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage
assets and putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;
●
the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; and
●
the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local
character and distinctiveness.
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132. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of
a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s
conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be.
Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage
asset or development within its setting. As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any
harm or loss should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or
loss of a grade II listed building, park or garden should be exceptional. Substantial
harm to or loss of designated heritage assets of the highest significance, notably
scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites, battlefields, grade I and II* listed
buildings, grade I and II* registered parks and gardens, and World Heritage Sites,
should be wholly exceptional.
141. Local planning authorities should make information about the significance of
the historic environment gathered as part of plan-making or development
management publicly accessible. They should also require developers to record and
advance understanding of the significance of any heritage assets to be lost (wholly
or in part) in a manner proportionate to their importance and the impact, and to
make this evidence (and any archive generated) publicly accessible. 30 However,
the ability to record evidence of our past should not be a factor in deciding whether
such loss should be permitted.
In the case of Scarborough any records relating to the building and the surrounding
area should be deposited with the County Historic Environment Record in
Northallerton and Scarborough Library.
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Overall significance
The Market Hall is a prominent feature within Scarborough. English Heritage in their
letter dated 16 January 2013 (included in Appendix 1) described the Significance of
the building as follows:
“The market hall has high aesthetic value for its grand and dignified design and also
for its lofty interior and its vaulted basement. It has high communal value by virtue
of its public function. It also has historic value in illustrating the building type of the
market hall and evidential value as its fabric carries evidence of building methods of
the period of construction and changes that have taken place over time. The
building is significant as a good example of a mid 19th century market hall.”
In addition to the significance of the building itself there are also specific features or
areas which have significance in their own right:







Doors
Roof Structure
Balcony
Flooring
Original market stalls
Scarborough Seal

Along with the Significance of various items there are also detractions from the
quality of the building and Policies that can be proposed for future works.
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Doors

The main entrance doors have Medium Aesthetic Value.
The doors on the three main elevations have the same basic design however their
method of operation varies on each elevation. The doors on the St Helen‘s Square
elevation are sliding doors with an overhead ratchet operation. The doors to Leading
Post Lane are manually operated sliding doors whilst those to Market Side are a pair
of inward opening hinged doors.
All the doors are of timber with inset cast iron panels at high level.
The internal door lobbies currently detract from the entrances.
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Roof structure
The roof structure has Medium Aesthetic and Historic Value’
The trussed roof structure is simple yet elegant. The large roof structure is
buttressed by the aisles to the north and south sides. There appears to be no
distortion to the roof structure although there is evidence of two longitudinal ties
running east to west. On the east elevation these ties are visible on the exterior, at
the west end later stone insertions mask the anchors.
Externally the northern aisle roof is visible however that on the south side is masked
by the adjacent buildings.
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Balcony
The balcony structure and staircases at the east end are of Medium Aesthetic
Value.
The modest balcony structure is currently spoilt by the poor quality unit located on it.
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Flooring
The York stone paving to both the main market hall area and the market vaults has
High Aesthetic Value and Medium Historic Value.
It is believed to be original as there is no evidence to the contrary. Within the
market vaults there is an area of brick paving which may relate to its use as a
bonded store, other areas may exist within the shop unit areas (currently covered
with a variety of floor coverings.
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Original market stalls

The three original Market Stalls have Medium Aesthetic and Historic Value.
An early photograph shows there were only these three stalls in the main hall. The
remainder of the selling was done from open tables etc. Whilst they have been
altered over time the original design concept can still be appreciated.
The kiosk at the north side is currently disguised behind later additions.
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Scarborough Borough Seal

The Seal has Medium Historic Value
The Scarborough Seal depicts a ship, a type of medieval vessel known as a cog
presumably to represent seaborne trade - it is very similar to the vessels shown on
seals used by other coastal trading towns such as Dover, Hastings, Romney etc.
and also the north German trading towns. The Scarborough seal differs from the
other English towns in that in those cases the ship is the main device whereas
Scarborough also has a Castle (which must represent Scarborough Castle) a black
knight and a sun (meaning unknown).
A tiled copy exists on the floor in the Town Hall entrance surrounded by a Latin
inscription meaning “The Common Seal of the Burgesses of Scarborough”. The
Town Hall Guide describes it as “The Common Seal of Scarborough, which dates
from the 13th century and was used as the armorial bearings of Scarborough until
1935”.
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Negative or Neutral Significance:
Major detractions include:


The lighting in general, both internally and externally, and particularly the
internal mock Victorian wall mounted light fittings are not historically correct
and whilst not particularly incongruous do have a Neutral Significance.



The poor quality of the market stalls, other than the three original stalls have
a Negative significance



The poor previous stonework repairs have caused further damage to the
surrounding material and have a Negative Significance.



The internal draught lobbies detract from the main entrances to the Market
Hall and have a Negative Significance.



The infill to the balconies disguise the elegant structure and have a Neutral
Significance



The internal surface mounted services detract from the plain simple
appearance of the hall and have a Neutral Significance
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POLICIES:
In considering improvements or maintenance to the Market Hall the following
policies should be followed:











Community Consultation
External fabric
Flooring to both market hall and undercroft
Doors
Signage
Market Stalls
Visibility of Undercroft
Services
Additional balcony accommodation
Ten year Management Plan
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Consultation:
In developing proposals for improvements to the Market Hall consultation should be
carried out with the various communities that use, live near or work in the Market
Hall.
This would be essential to fully capture the full Communal Value of the
building.
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External fabric
The brickwork and stonework facades should be retained as existing wherever
possible, any future repairs are to be carried out using approved materials. Where
new brickwork or stonework is required for either repair or new works samples
should be taken of the masonry and of the associated mortar from what is agreed to
be the original for testing by a nationally recognised organisation to ensure a correct
match in terms of colour, appearance and chemical composition is achieved.
“Plastic” repairs to masonry will not normally be allowed without prior agreement in
principle from the Local Authority Conservation Officer, and will be regarded as a
“last resort”. It is known there are currently two quarries working the Saltwick
formation of stone and both these are likely to provide reasonable matches for the
more orange stone, these are Aislaby (sometimes called Eskdale) and Lowther’s
Crag near Grosmont.
Where iron cramps are discovered during alteration works they should be removed
and replaced with non-ferrous or with stainless steel cramps / dowels.
Pointing should be carried out in lime mortar and to a sample agreed with the
Conservation Officer prior to work commencing.
All cabling should be removed from the facades, and to this end all future proposals
will be required to demonstrate that this is being achieved. It will no longer be
permissible for extraneous cables to be festooned on the facades for purposes of
convenience.
Generally any fixings to the brickwork or stonework e.g. lighting, poster boards,
signs etc should be into the mortar joints and not into the masonry itself.
Any repairs or replacement of the slated roofs should be carried out in a like-for-like
style using UK sourced materials.
Regular maintenance should be carried out on parapet gutters and internal
downpipes to ensure adequate drainage.
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Flooring to both market hall and undercroft
Whilst it is not known if the current York Stone is original there is no evidence to
suggest it is not. It should be retained and If any replacement is necessary then it
should be in matching material.
There is no evidence of the substructure to wither the undercroft or hall flooring
however it should be possible to lift certain sections to insert services providing the
original slabs are replaced.
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Doors
The preferred option should be the retention and conservative repair of the external
doors. Complete replacement should not be considered other than in exceptional
circumstances. Repairs should be carried out in timber with sections to match the
existing. Where replacement is considered, new doors should follow the pattern of
the originals and should be traditionally constructed in painted timber.
The cast iron panels should be repaired or replaced as necessary.
replacements should be in cast iron.

Any

The internal draught lobbies should be removed and, if necessary, replaced with hot
air curtains or more sympathetically designed units.
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Signage:
The current external signage to the market is simple but effective. The sigs painted
on the brickwork or stonework are traditional along with the raised lettering on the St
Helen’s Square elevation. The semi-circular headed signs within the inset bays on
the same elevation are not inappropriate.
However there are other random signs fixed to the building, these should be
rationalised and designed in a consistent style.
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Market Stalls
The three existing, original stalls should be retained. The northernmost stall,
currently hidden behind later extensions, should be exposed and repaired as
necessary. Good quality signwriting should be used.
Any new stalls should be of good quality although they should be of modern design
ie not pastiche replicas of the previous design. They should be of uniform design,
self supporting and should be designed to allow good legibility across the building.
Criteria needs to be established with regards to flexible stall design within
constraints which relate to the historic context (max heights to be significantly lower
than the original three), fascias, (possible curved design element, linear aisles, etc)
as well as functional matters with aesthetic consequences such as signage, grilles
and security shutters, lighting, alarms, CCTV, heating, seating, seating barriers etc.
A limited colour palette could be a unifying factor and whilst other colours could be
included black should be one consistent component. The Scarborough Borough
Council guidance documents primarily cover street shops.
Consideration should be given to locating stalls requiring particular service
requirements at the sides of the hall ie adjacent to the aisles.
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Visibility of Undercroft


The Undercroft and the stalls within it suffer from poor visibility



Consideration should be given to opening up some of the openings facing
onto Market Way whilst preserving the external appearance when the
Undercroft is closed.
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Services


The provision of services to the stalls by overhead means should be
avoided.
Localised removal of the stone paving (and subsequent
replacement) to allow the installation of underfloor ducting should be
considered.



Consideration should be given to locating stalls requiring particular service
requirements at the sides of the hall ie adjacent to the aisles.



Consideration should be given to locating external service units, eg
refrigeration units, on the aisle roofs by providing an area of flat roof to the
rear of the parapet. The aisle roofs to the north are visible and therefore
should be avoided for services however the aisle roof to the south could be
used.
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Additional balcony accommodation
Options have been discussed for providing additional accommodation at balcony
level which include an extension to the existing balcony or by providing balconies
along the main walls and incorporating the roof space above the aisles. Factors to
be considered include:


Any additional balcony accommodation will have a strong impact on the
overall effect of the main hall.



The cross walls in the aisles serve as buttresses to the main walls and
should therefore only be removed with care.



The existing poor quality unit located on the current balcony should be
removed



Any use of the existing balcony or additional balcony areas will require
additional fire escapes and a platform lift or other accessibility feature.



Options exist for the design on any balconies, they should ideally be elegant
simple glazed structures or replicas of and extensions to the existing at the
east end.



Any balcony extensions along the sides of the Hall should not impinge on the
original stalls.



The balcony at the east end has the possibility to be open and to be used as
a café.
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CONSERVATION AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this section is to give an overview of the implications of listed
building/conservation area status and to set down principles as to what approvals
are required and to how repairs and minor building works etc. should be carried out.
Planning
The requirement to designate such features had been in existence for some
considerable time. However with the introduction of Planning Policy Statement
PPS5, Planning for the Historic Environment this was widened to include Heritage
Assets defined as “those parts of the historic environment that have significance
because of their historic, archaeological, architectural or artistic interest,” whilst the
National Planning Policy Framework refers to “sustaining and enhancing the
significance of heritage assets”.
LISTED BUILDINGS:
The Secretary of State has been required, since 1947, both to compile and keep
under review lists of “buildings of special architectural or historic interest”. The
buildings can be chosen because of their age, architectural style, historical interest,
connection with a famous person etc or because they form part of a group of
buildings which have architectural value as a whole. In general most buildings built
before 1840 are listed if they retain their original form. However, many buildings
built since 1840 and some built after 1939 are listed if they are of quality.
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Listed buildings are classified as follows:


Grade I

Buildings of exceptional interest (about 2% of Listed Buildings)



Grade II*

Buildings of more than special interest (about 4% of Listed
Buildings)



Grade II

Buildings of special interest

The effect of listing is to protect buildings from demolition or unsympathetic
alteration (either internal or external). Any work which is deemed to affect the
character of a Listed Building will require Listed Building Consent. This consent
may be required in addition to any other planning or building regulation approvals. It
is a criminal offence to carry out alteration work to a Listed Building without
obtaining consent.
CONSERVATION AREAS:
Local Authorities are required to designate Conservation Areas – areas which “are
of special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance”. The main effect of Conservation Areas is to
protect against unsympathetic and inappropriate alterations and to ensure consent
is required for the demolition, or part demolition, of buildings within its boundaries.
Local Authorities also have a duty to prepare proposals for the preservation and
enhancement of their Conservation Areas.
CONSENTS:
Applications for Listed Building Consent or Conservation Area Consent are made to
the local planning authority. Applications will take a minimum of 2 months to be
processed. Consent can be either refused, granted, or granted with Conditions,
Conditions may range from points of clarification to the need to have drawings or
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details approved prior to work commencing. An appeal can be lodged against a
refusal or against Conditions which may be considered onerous.
All works will then be subject to review during development to ensure that all design
and quality checking processes are in place and adhered to, and that the legislative
process with regard to Listed Building Consent is in place and is programmed for
consent to be received before work commences. It should be noted that conditions
arising from Listed Building Consent will also require integration in the proposals
and usually require discharge prior to work commencing. Listed Building consent
may not be required for “like for like” repairs.
Listed Buildings and Conservation Area Consent are separate areas of legislation
from Planning Permission.
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ARCHAEOLOGY;
From limited documents held in the Scarborough Borough Council Planning
Department it is known that the Market is sited just to the west of the Oldborough
defensive wall and ditch (on a north – south alignment just to east of Leading Post
Street). Although within the area of the Newborough both boroughs were in
existence by 1163. The potential for medieval and later remains therefore exists.
A stone conduit was observed parallel to the north wall in 1932.
Remains may exist below the Market Hall as this was constructed over the Old
Shambles and other buildings. Whilst construction of the basement may have
destroyed some archaeology at the western end, that to the east is at current
ground level.
Any Archaeological DBA brief would need to include accessing the HER, Historic
Environmental Record, at Northallerton as well as local documents in Scarborough
Library and Archives. The work required would need to be proportionate to the
degree of below ground disturbance envisaged. Following clarification of the scope
of the proposed works the brief for this should be discussed with the Conservation
Officer.
Where proposals for developments around and within the building include
disturbance of the ground it is likely they will affect archaeology so the following
procedures should be followed:
A Desk-Based Assessment (DBA) of the existing archaeological information must be
produced.
If this indicates that there is a possibility that archaeological deposits are preserved
then an archaeological field evaluation of the area of the proposed development
should take place. A brief for the DBA and the evaluation must be agreed in writing
with the Conservation Officer.
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The DBA and evaluation will determine what archaeological deposits are present on
the site, what the profile of these deposits is, what date the deposits are, what their
research potential is, how important they are and whether or not they should be
preserved in-situ. The results of this procedure should be used to inform the design
of the development proposal. As general guidance, the final form of development
should aim to either ensure maximum preservation in-situ of deposits and/or be
accompanied by an appropriately scaled archaeological excavation or watching
brief. Human remains should be left undisturbed in the ground wherever possible.
If it is not possible to leave burials or cremations undisturbed, these must be
excavated (a Ministry of Justice burial licence will be required to excavate lawfully
human remains).
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APPENDIX 1
LISTING DESCRIPTON ETC

IoE Number: 446414
PUBLIC MARKET HALL, ST HELEN'S
SCARBOROUGH, NORTH YORKSHIRE

SQUARE

SCARBOROUGH,

Date listed: 08 June 1973
Date of last amendment: 08 June 1973
Grade II
ST HELEN'S SQUARE 1. 1605 Public Market Hall TA 0488 4/163A II 2. Mid C19.
Lofty ashlar facade of 7 bays. End bays plain flanked by rusticated pilasters. Centre
with fine round headed archway, with 3/4 Doric columns, the inter-columiations filled
by walls pierced by full height round headed windows with glazing bars. Doors
heavily panelled at ends. Rusticated basement. Large stone cornice, half round
window in pediment. End wings to right and left, one storey, one blank round
headed arch. Rusticated corner piers. Cornice and blocking course. Rear elevation
similar but of brick with stone dressings, columns and piers.
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Extract from the Conservation Area, Market Hall picked out in blue
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Extract from the Conservation Area, Market Hall picked out in blue
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APPENDIX 2
PREVIOUS CORRESPONDENCE WITH ENGLISH HERITAGE
In 2013 proposals developed by Scarborough Borough Council were submitted for
comment to English Heritage.
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English Heritage Letter dated 16 January 2013
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English Heritage Letter dated 18 October 2013
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HISTORICAL DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

The view from St Helen’s Square in the 1890s
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Undated internal photograph of the Market Hall. Note the original fixed stalls at the
St Helen’s Square end of the Hall and the freestanding tables/stalls within the main
area. Note also the opening windows and the lighting.
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The view from St Helen’s Square in the 1960s.
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An 1892 Ordnance Plan. Note the buildings butting up to the northern Aisle of the
building and the Fish Market to the south.
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A 1910 Ordnance Plan
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A 1929 Ordnance Plan
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A 1939 Ordnance Plan, note the removal of the buildings to the north of the Market
Hall and their replacement with the current housing.
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A 1990 “As existing” Basement plan showing the assumed area of the bonded
warehouse.
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A 1990 “Proposed” Basement plan showing the insertion of the staircase and lift.
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Current Basement layout
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Current Street level plan
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Current Elevations
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APPENDIX 4
PHOTOGRAPHS; SETTING

The view from St Mary's churchyard
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The view from the harbour
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PHOTOGRAPHS; EXTERIOR

Elevation to St Helen's Square
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View from Boyes store
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View down Market Street

View along Cross Street
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Junction of Market Way and Leading Post Street

Side elevation to Market Way
Note; buildings originally butted up to the Market Hall
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Elevation to Leading Post Street

View along Leading Post Street
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Elevation to Market Side

View along St Sepulchre Street
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View along Market Side
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Scarborough Seal

Scarborough Seal, replica gas lamp and
evidence of an earlier light fitting
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Decayed stonework to St Helen's Square elevation along with
inappropriate sand cement repairs
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Decayed stonework

Damage caused by iron handrail
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Opening to Market Vaults
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Doorway to Leading Post Street
Note boarded over cast iron panels
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1

Doorway to St Helen's Square
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Doorway to Market Walk
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Cast iron grilles above doorways

Cast iron grilles to doorways
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Door operating gear at St Helen's Square
entrances
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Brickwork to Market Way elevation

Vertical crack to brickwork on the Market
Way elevation
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New stone inserted on St Helen's Square elevation to mask
inserted tie
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PHOTOGRAPHS; INTERIOR OF MARKET HALL

General view from balcony

General view of roof
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Catering area

An original stall hidden behind later additions
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Typical stalls

Typical stalls
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The original central stall but heavily altered
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An original stall
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Stone flagged floor
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PHOTOGRAPHS; UNDERCROFT, MARKET VAULTS

Entrance to Market Vaults from Leading Post Street
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